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midget's 
• VOICe 
A wise mari once sara 
11Midgets and sports don't mix, so 
let's put them in the circus and go 
have a beer." Not true P.T. 
While carousing around Cruger's 
Island one day I meta most in~ 
credible midget, who not only 
abhors dwarfs but predicts how 
our fine Bard athletic teams will 
fare. However, this article isn 't 
about midgets, it's about sports, 
so here goes: 
BARD SPORTS 
The m idget was smiling as 
the now infamous Bard Sandmen 
took the field Monday agarnst 
Simon's Rock Coflege with a 
As I crawled out from under 
my rock last Wednesday morning 
mv midget friend was weeping 
and shoving large toac.istools in 
his mouth. It was not a good sign 
and tension was in the air as the 
Sandmen sprinted out again~t 
Vassar. The Vassar Bankers con· 
tinued their dominance of leagut-
play with 11 players wno don 't 
understand a word each other 
says until they get on the soeeer 
fiefd. What's happening world? 
-Vassar pays its soeeer players; 
Albany is manufacturirg DNA; 
MIT has The Bomb - thank heaven 
Bard stiil has Leon and Starkie. 
roster that read !ike a Who's Who WORLD SPORTS 
in college soccer. This reporter DATELINE: Forest Hi!ls, N.Y. 
feels this could be the best Bard After a rather embarrassing 
team since their virtual soeeer defeat in the first round of the 
dynasty of the late 60's. Bard U.S. Open, 6'2 1rtranssexual Dr. 
defeated the hapless Rockies by Renee Richards elaimed with a 
a score of 4-0. The only oppos- touch of sour grapes ul could 
ing seoring threat of the game stiil beat the shit out of any of 
came when one of the Simon girls those. broads!" 
was knocked down and all 11 · DATELINE: Athens, Greece 
Bard players tried to help her up. Europeans are finally dis-
lll!i!~~~~~~=;:::MaiiJII~S!iill covering American football, how-
DANNY O'NEILL, the new boy on ever, all is not rosy on the con~ 
the Observer staff, is Bard's OWN tinent. According to Greek offi-
Magic Midget Once described pub- cials their team had to forfeit 
licly as a Greek God, Danny is fam- · the first game to ltaly because no 
ous for having bailed out of Differ-. one would play center. Sorry 
ential Equations after only one class. Zeus. 
DATELINE: Stockholm, Sweden 
The results of the Swedish 
Suicide Championships have just 
been released. Accon.Jin~ to UPI, 
the late Sven Pyrovich won the 
~old when he set himself on fire 
and was the n catapulted 1 OO 
yeards into Liv Ullman's lap. Un-
fortunately, the champ was not 
available for comment although 
Howard Cosell had promised us 
an interview. Good luck Howard. 
WORLIJ SERIES .FORECAST 
S~orrv Busox fans. but the 
Yankees are going to do itagain 
in the American League. With 
Mr. Clutch, Chris Chambliss 
and the ever-popular Thurmon 
Munson, the Bombers are a shoe-
in over anyone the West can come 
u(J with. Their National League 
opponents·-Cey, Garvey and the 
LA. Dodgers, brotherly love 
doesn't make it on the baseball 
field. 
FOOTBALL FORECAST 
Despite the fact that it's 
stiil very early in the season, I 'm 
going to go out on a limb and 
say that the te am th at scores 
the most oomts will win the 
Suoer Bowl. 
SMALL IIJtAS 
Bard's girls are out on the 
soeeer field every day with 
Coach Patrick at 'bout 5 o'clock 
if any other ladies are interested. 
The Sandmen want to thank 
the fans who braved it through 
the Vassar game. Next time;· 
Bfazin~ Bob Ourning and the 
Bard Cross-country team will 
be. running their way into 
your hearts. Checl< calender for 
home meets. Danny-0 would 
li ke to than k all the Il ttt e oeop le 
out there who made this all 
possible. See you in two weeks 
and don't take any wooden water 
towers. 
1\cres of 
Antiques" 
Oct. 1, 1977 . 
. 0 1}. 
' -t\t\ 
atte -~u,e , 
a'i\tt to tS . 
co\\ec . 
DA TE: October 1, 
197'7 (rain or 
sh ine) 
PLACE: Town of S tan-
fo ni Recreation 
Grounds, Stan-
foruville (Dut-
chess County) 
New York. 
Direet entrance 
from Route 82 
HOURS: 10 a.m. to 5 lJ.m. 
PROCEEDS: Benefit of Stan-
ford Lions Club 
Civic Projects 
Fund 
REFRESHMENTS: Available on 
grounds all uay 
GLookGf'or 
~cres of Antiques' 
Signs! 
DONATlON: $1.00·- Children 7 2 
and under admitted Free 
Mark I. Z ey her 
18 East Market St. 
Rhinebeck, NY 
12572 Phone:' (914)876·4028 
Finng ~~S~. 
From the onset, the'J1eer 
counselor program has been con-
troversial. Some students feared 
that if the administration handled 
the program, the freedom and 
independence of the students 
would be threatened. This atti-
tude has become more prevalent 
since the recent firings of peer 
counselors Pat Cone and Alisan 
5trong. In two public notices, a 
group of students have _ma~e 
known their extreme d1ssat1sfac-
tion with the administration' s 
treatment of the program. The 
students have several alternatives 
under consideration. In brief 
conversations with a few individ-
ual students, I became aware of 
feelings of hostility and distrust 
toward those in charge of running 
the program. With intentions to 
find out the circumstances of the 
firings, and to hear the other side 
of the story, I talked to Mary 
Sugatt and Peter Amato. Mary 
was very open and willing to 
talk, and indeed, she did just that. 
Peter said little, and reiterated 
what Mary had said when pressec! 
for his opinion. He repeated that 
he was "'distressed'' and said, 
"lt's not a happy thing to do or 
be involvcd with." l thank both 
of them for the gracious attitude 
they displayed. 
For those of us wno are un-
clear as to the circumstances of 
what actua.lly occurred, I wi\1 
give a rundown of the events, as 
told to me by Mary. Last spring 
du ring the seleetian process, pro-. 
spective peer counselors were-told 
that they would be expected to 
uphold the policies of the college, 
as outlined in the student hand-
book. Again this year th ey were 
reminded that their employment 
was contingent upon this agree-
ment. Never was it verbally stated 
that passessian of a pet was a rea-
san for dismissal from the post, 
but Mary expiained that the ad-
ministration assumed that a via-
latian of the policy was a viala-
tian of the agreement. When Pat 
Cone 's passessian of a pet was 
reported a "sense of betrayal" 
was felt. She was asked to give 
up the animal, or face ~fine and 
relinquish her post. Allsan Strong 
then admitted that she had a cat, 
and she was faced with the same 
a!ternative. Eacli decided to keep 
her pet, a;i.~ each was then fired. 
The committee of peer counselors 
deliberated for several hours and 
eventually made the recommenda-
tion that the peer counselors not 
be fired, and be givera adequate 
warning before a dism issal ~ou Id 
take place. Ths idea was ultimate-
ly rejected, and the s tud en ts were 
fired. . 
It was undoubtedly a surprrse 
for the peer counsefors ~o d iscov~r 
that the seleetian pane! mvolved m 
hiring was not responsible for the 
firing of a peer counselor. Mary . 
made it clear to me that the retatlon-
ship between the administration and 
the peer counselors was strictly 
one of employer to emp1oyee .. As 
such the atlministration felt JUSt-
ified'in remaving a peer counselor 
from her position. Why the g~ounds 
for firing were never openly dJs-
cussed to the satisfaction of alt involv~d isa question that needs 
' . to be asked. Some students v1ew 
the action taken by the adminis-
trators as unauthorized, yet appar-
nt\y the administration had no 
ualms in aeti ng as they d id. Some-
there along the I ine, communkation 
~ems to have broken down and no 
ne is pfeased about it. The whole 
sue of pets is one which has 
never been sat1stactorily resolved. 
It was with real regret and a 
sense of personal loss that I had to 
let the two Peer Counselors know 
that it is not possible for them to 
continue offidaily in the Peer 
Counselor Program because they 
have chosen to have an animal 
rather than follow the guidelines 
for the job as outlined to all Peer 
Counselors before we started the 
training Workshops on September 
1st. 
Although I am sorry that we 
had to learn that they had a pet 
from someone other than them-
selves after the semester started, 
and that they did not bring this up 
as a problem when we all discussed 
the· gu idelines before the workshop 
start ed, I want them to know that 
I am grateful for the contribution 
they have made to the program. 
I hope they unc.lerstand that 
it is because I, too, fe el the Peer 
Counseling Program is too impor-
tant to the Community to have 
the group vulnerable to charges 
of" elitism" or of ignoring Col-
lege policy, by opponents of the 
program, that I requested them to 
resign if th ey felt th ey must keep 
their pets on campus. 
I guess it all comes Jown to 
the fact that every job, whether at 
Bard or elsewhere, carries with it 
responsibilities which we all have 
the option to aecept or reject and 
each one of us had to make the 
best d ecision we know how to 
make. 
Mary Sugatt 
The administration asserts the il-
legality of pets on campus, though 
pets are obviously present in abun_-
dant numbers. Here is another 
case wher~ the perceptions of many 
students and some members of the 
administration are widely divergent. 
J asked Mary to teil me the 
purpose of peer counselors, and 
she respanded that they were to 
be supportive, helpful, and an im-
portant information source for new 
students. -Sh e seem ed' to respeet 
their personal integnty, a~d felt 
that the job they were domg was 
important J n no way were the peer 
counselors to be an information 
source for the administration, they 
were to function independently, 
though still employed by the admin-
istration. The principle involved 
in the firing of the peer counselors 
was too important to be "swept 
under the rug'~ as would have been 
easy to do. Mary said that know· 
ledge of the unpopularity of the 
decision was less important than 
the princ!pals involved. Conscio~s 
of criticism encountered last sprmg 
concerning" elitism" which peer 
counselors may have exhibited, 
the anministration was anxious 
to dispel the notian that peer coun-
selors had any special status denied 
to other students. The rapiditv 
with which the firings took place 
seem to retleet this desire to deal 
with peer counselors no differel)tlv 
than with other studcnts, espectaHy 
where college pol ici es are concerned. 
In the eyes of the administration, 
peer counselors were puni~hed 
for breaking a law which they were 
expected to upho\d. It~ as simple 
~::;:~:,-0~ 
® 
(Continued on Page 5} 
Peerl~s Thoughts 
g. f. levmson was comman knowledge'· ... that 
On Friday J September 9 an Ob- ·maids and janitors report these 
server reporter spoke with several of things. (pets)" The peer counse-
the remain i ng peer counse!ors about Jor said, ((I didn 't know It was com-
the firings. Nearly all felt that the man know!edge,' I always thought 
program had been· bad ly damaged. they were just maids and janitors, 
Many said that their ability to work not spies, "and demonstrated a-
with administrators Peter Amato and larm at the ideaof this kind of in-
. Mary Sugatt was greatly diminished. formation gathering expanding be-
An overal/ feeling of distrust yond pets tO' other areas of astu-
characterized their conversations. dent's life. 
Statements such as the following A minority of the peer counse~ 
one were typical; Jors have a somewhat different 
"No, I don 't want to end feeling about the matter than the 
the program, but /'d /Ike to tel! other eight remaining peer coun-
next year's peer counse/ors what selors. 
are the pitfolls of becoming a peer One of them expiained his 
counse!or; never assume anything position by saying that he fe{t 
when dea/ing with the odministra- the:firing was handled badly but 
tion. Get them to tel/ you exact- · that he considered Mary and Peter 
ly what they mean-andexact/y were justified in dismissing the 
what that means." peer counselors. He thought that 
Another peer counselor re- .the rules were clearly estab~ished 
mark ed· and that the two peer counselors 
"t1,n feeling betrayed, abso- made a conscious decision for 
/ute/y betrayed, and betrayed which they could expect so~e p~n-
twice since at the meeting Thurs- alty if caught. He further pornted 
day night the peer counselors out that his exp~rience. at other 
were promised that the decision schools makes h1m reailze and ap-
wou!d reaf!y be re,considered. n preciate the comparitive freedom 
Others expressed their distaste of Bard. 
for the timing of the act.(Seems Afl of the peer counselors 
pretty fun ny to me that it happens appeared to have dev~ted a go~d 
now- after the first week. the mm:t deal of thought and t1me to th1s 
crucial period- now they weed out ma~ter. Each of them se~m~d to be 
the'undesirables'. ") trymg to ~o beyond the 1nc1dent 
One peer counselor remarked and on With thepr?g~am though 
that he had been startlcd by asta- many felt that the1r Job was now 
tement from · ttthat it much harder. 
.............. lllliliiiii--liGeorge Smitf.i·l~.iill.~~~ll!!~~~..,~t!PI 
Although much has been writte 
coneerning the U nification Church, 
very few people are cognizant of 
the basic theolog1cal differences 
between Reverend Moon 's organ-
ization and the churches you and I 
are familiar with, through the influ-
ences of our society. 
Therefore, in order that we all 
know what wejre dealing with, the 
Observer has printed 1 in compressed 
form, some of the basic tenets of 
the U nification Church. 
a) According to the beliefs or 
the Unification Church, Rev. Moon 
is the second advent of the Messiah. 
b)" Moonies" believe that the 
teachings supercede those of the 
Bible. 
e) The mcmbers of. th~ y nifi-
cation Church feel that md1v1duals 
and nations can be classified as 
good or cvil, while Christians be-
li.eve redem tion is available to al 
ay e 
Reverend Sun-Yung Moon and ten 
black-robed companions were ar-
rested by the Rhinebeck State 
Police in the vicinity of Bard 's 
waterfall after Bard CampusSe-
curity phoned in a complaint. 
(Campus Security do not have the 
power of arrest.) The "Moonies" 
were arrested on a trespass charge 
which means that the police make 
no record of the arrest. 
When questioned on the 
matter, the Moonies stated that 
they came to see Erik Kiviat; 
Professor of Natural History and 
Director of the Field Station. They 
later recanted this and elaimed to 
be sight-seeing. According to the 
members of the group, the walkie-
tafkies they carried were solely for 
the purpose of communication 
with Reverend Moon. 
After the arrests and several 
other unsuccessful attempts to 
gain aecess to the campus, pri-
marily through the !ibr~r.Y a~czl 
sporti ng events, the U nr~JcatJo.n 
Church threatened to bn~g su!t 
against Bard College for v10lat1~n 
of civil liberties, false arrest ana 
harassment. These plans were an-
nou or rst a on y 
time ata news conference then 
never again mentioned or acted 
upon. 
The Moonies had been 
warned three years previously 
that they were not welcome on 
college property uniess specificaJJy 
invited. However, the validity of 
the warning was rendered null 
wnen the status of the Unification 
Church's property was converted 
from a depot to a Sem inary. The 
college was aware of the change 
of status and as a result of such 
knowledge, the responsibility fell 
upon the college to reiterate the 
warning. This was never done. 
According to Leon Botstein, Col-
lege President) this oversight arose 
because Bar.tl had not had any 
·previous difficulties with the 
Moon organization. 
On J une 24th the eleven 
Moon followers were arraigned and 
the charges were dropped. Moon 
himself d id notappear in court, 
laying himself open to a citation · 
of contempt on a warrant for his 
arrest. However, the judge, As-
sistant D.A. and Moon 's attorney 
had a conference in the judge's 
chambers after the proceedings. 
They decided to take no action 
against Moon himself. 
Moon supposedly did not 
appear in court due to threats on 
his life. T eicpiwne ca1Js w.ere 
reportedly received at the Unifica~ 
tion Church's New York City 
headquarters which threatened that 
Moon would never return from his 
Red Hook court proceedings. Jt is 
doubtful that these calls originated 
from Red Hook, accord i ng to 
Neal Salonen, President of the 
Church, due to the fact that ~hey 
were received at New York City 
rather than Barrytown. 
The matter of the trespass 
was settled on the basis of a letter, 
written by the President of the 
(continu~d_on page 5) . 
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Robin S. Carroll 
(Class of~79} 
So you think it' s tough 
be a freshman? Weil · · in the 
good old days, things were a 
little different. St. Stephens/Bard 
used to have a more thorough 
kind of orientation for new stu-
dents. T 0 make sure that the 
freshmen knew exactly what to 
do the upper classmen drew up 
a s~t of rules just for freshmen. 
ued impertincnce and annoyance 
to sophomores and upperclassmen 
th us renders himself 1 persona 
non grata 'and practically eliminates 
himself from consideration in the 
athletic, fraternity, and social 
life of the campus. Should the 1 "Freshmen must wear the individual persist in his offences, 
prescribed indication of their . he is liable to suitablc warn1hgs 
dass with in aradius of four mlles and corrective measures from his 
of campus .. This indudes Red fellow students." 
Hook. " Those "corrective measures "· 
Each freshman was given a sometimes made it painful to sit 
stylish little cap to wear - a pea- down. That 's right, folks- the 
green beanie with a red button. guilty party could be se!ltenced 
Freshm·en were therefore called toa paddling. The pun1shment 
greenies or green camp men. was usually administered by a 
. 2. "Freshmen must not pre- sophomore selected by the Student ~ cede sophomores and upper- Al Co une il. . . . 
classmen through doorways. so But there were also trad1t1ons 
freshmen must not sit on campus which gave the~~ greeni es "a 
beilehes when sophomores and chanee to get even with their 
upperclassmen are standing near- natural enemies, the sophomores. 
by. " 1 t was customary, at the l>et;i n-
3. "Freshmen may smoke " nig of the semestc.r, for the fresh-
only corn cob pipes on campus. men 10 raid one of the dorms and 4. "Freshman must carry steala sophomore 's sheet. The 
matches or lights for the conven- sheet was then painted with the 
ience of sophomores and upper- . freshman numbers (ie., 32}, and 
classmen." . . other appropriate symbols, and 
s "All freshmen are re- hung from a tree branch. 
quired.to take a~ equal sh~re; in lfnmediately thereafter, a 
a nUmber of dut1es. ·. des1gnated lively battle took place; the fresh-
as 'freshmen work.' This inclu.des men defending their "banner ·: 
atnong other duties the followmg: the sophomores attempting to 
Wa\ting on tables when re~ular. rescue it. 
waiters are away on athlettc tnps; In early May, the Freshman-
assisting the managers of varsity Sophomore Tug 'o War took place, 
teams." on the banks ot the ~aw kill. The 
Also, sorting the mail every two elasses lined up on opposite 
morning. sides of the stream, thus insuring 
6. "Freshmen are required that the losers would take an 
to learn the college songs and involuntary bath. lf the freshmen 
cheers within three weeks of their won, they were al!owed to do 
arrival on campus. Song night is without their hated beanies for 
held some timeduring the third the remaining month of classes. 
week. ,., Some freshmen made their 
Most of the songs were touch-- own opportunities for revenge. 
i ng paens of praise to the college, One daring group of" greenies " 
full of loyalty and school spirit: dragged the president of the sopho-
C/ose beside the glorious HuJson more dass out of his bed, and 
With its banks so green, firmly escorted him to the ceme-
Stands our noble Alma Mater tery. There, he was securely tied 
Stately and serene. to a bench, and left to continue 
Dear Bard Col/ege how we love 
thee! 
True to thee we'/1 be., 
And thy praises we wi/1 render, 
Here's to Bard Cvllege. 
When a/ong life 1s poth we travel, 
Though misfortune be, 
Stiil thy sons wi/1 ever cherish 
Fondest thoughts of thee. 
Others were not quite so sen-
timental; an example is cheerfully 
provided below. 
Bring up the o!J oaken bucket . 
With Bard College 's name upon 1t 
And we 'I/ roll up another keg of 
beer, 
For it's not for know/edge that we 
Came to college, 
But to ra ise hell while we 're here. 
7. "A Freshmen who makes 
himself objectionable by contin-
Page 2 
his sl umbers. 
Another band of freshmen 
removed some pigs from their 
muddy styes, and led them to As-
pinwall (then a dorm). Tenderly, 
they tucked the little darlings 
into bed-a sophomore 's bed, of 
course. The ungrateful animals 
jumped out of bed and departed 
in confusion. It is not recorded 
what the soohomore did. 
One freshman rule was cheer-
fully obeyed. After passing the 
required Algebra mid-term, fresh-
men had to stage an unusual 
ceremony. An algebra text, auto-
graphed by the entire freshman 
dass was secretly and solemnly . buri~d in the ground, along with 
some wine. Three years later, 
the surviving seniars exhumed the 
algebra and burned it on a funcral 
pyre. Then they drank_ toast~ to 
the college, and to the mcommg 
senior dass. 
It was a very formai ceremony. 
One freshman class sent out invita-
tions. 
"The Class of Ninety-nine 
req uests your presen~e at the _last 
sad rites and obsequ1es of the1r 
Algebra, to be held tomorrow 
morning, at 3:45 prompt, at the 
Devit 's Half-Acre. " 
Following an equally old tradi-
tian the sophomores d id their best 
to cr~sh the party, but it seemed 
that only members of the ela~~ of . , 
99 knew the location of the Devtl s 
Half-Acre. " The victorious fresh-
men celebrated by having dinner 
in Rhinebeck. They '' returned to 
College in the wee small hours and 
serenaded the soptwmores with somt 
very bright original songs. " 
· It isa tribute to the persever-
ence of Bard students that this 
worthy tradition was carnea on 
even during ·Prohibition. lf some-
how, the genuine artide was unob-
tainabie, grape juice was substituted. 
Aias, after more than a century, 
this time-honored tradition has 
been abandoned. Freshmen! I 
ap peal to you--do not Jet such a 
noble custom disappear. Restore 
the Algebra to its former glory ... 
before it is too [ate. 
. (Notice to all sophomores 
and upperclassmen: new' about thost: 
other rules ... ) 
reg a sop 
omore at Ramapoe College, his 
career in food servkes began in 
an unconventionai way. At that 
time he was a student activist 
ad'vocatmg Saga's remaval trom the 
Ramapoe campus. Despite his dis-
approval of ins_titutional fo?d, Greg 
joined ranks w1th Saga hopmg . 
to initiate improvement from With-
in. Finding Saga's system flexi-
ble to change, he continued work-
ing for the corporation and has 
made food service management 
his career. Since graduating college, 
he has worked as Manager of Food 
Services at the Hoiiday Hilis Con-
ference Center and Manhattanville 
College. 
As the new Director of Food 
Services at Bard, Greg is interested 
in fmproving our meals. In an in-
terview, he discussed the problems 
of campus feeding. The invariable 
problem is that since food planning 
and preparation is done for the 
group "the ind ividual is at the 
, " I mercy of the m<tSses.. n 
order to improve the quality with-
in the group plan, Greg foc~ses 
on specific problems and tnes 
to solve them point by point. 
Greg plans tomeet re'gularly with 
the student food committee to 
hear what students have to say 
about food ordering, preparation, 
nutritional content, and variaus 
other aspects of the m~al progra~. 
He will try to make adjustments 1n 
the program according to student 
preferences. He said that his doors 
are always open to students with 
hanest criticisms and construct-
ive suggestions abou,t th~ food .. 
As if to prove Greg s pomt, Ene 
Weisman co-chairman of the food committ~e, walked into the office. 
He sat down with Greg and began 
discussing the problem of excess-
ive hydrogenated fats cited as a 
factorin cholesterol buildup and 
high blood pressure. Eric found 
that the margarine being served 
that dav d id not list it~ oercen~ 
tage of hydrogenated fats on the 
package, Eric walked out planning 
to write the company for the infor-
mation and report back on it to 
Greg. Such information will be 
need ed in order to analyze the 
food's nutritional content. 
· Greg's current project is the 
development of a vegetarian pro-
gram which will provide adequate 
protein and menu variety. H~ 
is working on a plan wh1ch Wlll 
contain about one hundred and 
ninety·six different entree~. To 
get ideas he is dilligently reading 
Natural Foods cookbook~. He 
hopes to receive a great deal of 
student im put through the vege-
tarian and food committees. Saga 
created a vegetarian program in 
MenJo Park, California and. Greg 
is sure an adequate program can 
be set up at Bard. 
Greg is responsible for some 
changes already in progress. He 
has asked Buildings and Grounds 
to construct a defi-bar which will 
be used at lunch, so students can 
he!p themselves to a variety ot · . 
cold cuts·, cheeses, rolls and home-
made soups. Arso under construc-
tion is a bulletin board upon which 
will be posted food service infor-
mation·. There will be a spot for 
students' comments and complaints. 
Both projects will be completed 
during the semester. Starting 
in October, weekly menus will be 
posted in Kline Commons. 
On student employment, 
Greg thinks that the campus food 
service should provide student iobs 
and "has created as many student 
r.ositions as possible.'' He finds 
that most students are dependable 
workers and he will not discrimi-
nate against students when hiring. 
Greg is pJeases with his staff of 
workers at Bard. He says,upenny 
for penny, pound for pound" 
they are the best staff he has ever 
worked with. Greg is· Jooking 
forward to working with the stu-
dents and staff to impreve the 
quality of meals served at Bard 
this year. 
************ 
LARGE SELECTION OF MET APHYSICAL SOOKS 
NATURAl VITAMINS, SUPPLEMENTS & COSMETICS 
HEAL TH FOODS . 
IMPORTED CHEESES 
"'onday thru satur~· & L 
. . 9:30-5:00 . .. · L 
10 East ~rket Street 
RED ~90K, NY.1257~· 
758-6281 
Health FoodS 
You Say Amato • • • 
... LET'S CALL THE WHOLE TH/NG OFF 
Lisa Foley 
The resignation last spring of 
Associate Dean of Students, Theo 
jolosky, led to the search for and 
engagenient of Peter Amato, and 
with him the renaming and writ-
ten definition of Theo's old posi-
tion. Last year's Office of the 
Associate Dean is now the Office 
of the Director of Residential 
Life because, Mary Sugatt says, 
the ~arne is a more "realistic" 
uescription of the job. While the 
change in semantics from 
"associate Dean" to "D i reetor of ... 
Life" may imply a negative change 
in that office's attituJe toward 
student affairs, semantics can have 
no more influence on the positian 
than the fact that the new title is 
accompanied by a new person. 
Dean Sugatt was Jooking for 
someone with "sensitivity to 
students' needs, patience and good 
humor" when she began, this 
summer, setting up intervicws with 
candidates for the job. Because 
sh e "would never hi re anyone to 
work with students" uniess she 
was sure that both couid work to-
~ether comfortably, students who 
were on campus this summer were 
biven an opportunity to meet ~nd 
interview the most llkely candl-
dates. Among these students were 
Scott Porter, Susan Mustapik and 
Larry Solomon; they w~r.e only 
involved in the actual hmng of 
Peter Amato in so far as they were 
asked, after speaking with him, 
whether they had any reservat1o~s 
about his engagement at Bard th1s 
fall. After they affirmed their ap-
proval, Amato was hired in late 
luly. 
Amato who was formerly 
Assistant C~oruinator of Resi-
dential Life at Pennsylvania State 
University, was most. rec~ntly 
Director of Resident1al L1fe at 
Marist College. Marist, says 
Amato is about twice the size of 
Bard ;nd more regulated in stu-
dent 'life· Bard is "mo re intense 
and clos~r knit." The 11 Calibre" 
of the people here -- students, ad-
ministration, faculty and staff --
attracted him, along with th.e 
ecology of the col!ege's set~mg 
and the challenge mvolved tn 
working with a large number of 
"intelligent and creative people." 
So far, he says, he has found 
working with Bard students a 
apositive experience.'' 
With the employment of a 
"Director of Residential Life," 
this semester, a likely question 
might be: "In exact!y wbat areas 
do Bard stw..ients need to be 
directed? " The job description, 
-drawn up by Sugatt and jolosky 
before he left, answers that ques-
tion. 
Among other duties, the 
Director of Residential Life is to 
"work closely with the Dean of 
Students in all areas of non-aca-
demic life," dealing with "all 
dents' problems and meet their 
non-academic needs. 
He maintains the right to 
carry out all sch~ol pol!~ies ~hile 
insisting that he 1s not. a pol1ce· 
man n and will not actwely seek evid~nce of the rule violations. 
Pet vialations for instance, are 
dealt with as 'reports come in fr?m 
Other students, Security and Butld-
ing and Grounds ·staff. Upon re-
port of a pet-in a specific dorm 
room Amato sends a notice to the stude~t asking him/her to visit 
the Director's office and inform 
Amato of what he/she intends to 
do about his/her illegal animal. lf 
the student neither speaks to . . 
Amato nor removes the pet w1thm 
a certaintime period, a fine is 
levied. Copies of both the initial 
noÜce and the notice of fine are 
sent to Susah Barich, Security and 
Building and GrounJs, none of 
whom are tol d specifically, accord-
ing to Amato, to re-check. the 
student's mom for the ex1stence 
of an animal. Arrlato stresses that 
he is not involved in making 
policy - only in carrying it out, . 
although he person.ally sees no way 
of having pets legally on campus 
and at the same eiiminating or 
minimizing the much spoken of 
problems of damage, defacation, 
etc. 
There ·are, however, some 
~ facets of student life which Amato 
would !ike to change. Primarily, 
he is concerned with utilizing 
public space in dormitories for 
various social, intellectuaJ and 
cultural activities. He specifically 
wants to see these activities take 
place on F'ridays, saiurdays and 
Sundays, giving students reasan 
for staying at Bard rather th~n 
leaving on weekends. The Dlrec-
tor who is öpen to and eager for 
' . . . 
student input on th1s matter, 1s tn 
favor of organizing a joint student-
administration Residential Life 
Committee that meets on a regu-
lar basis to increase communica-
tion ana awareness on housing 
needs and to floor ideas on how 
to "i~prove the quality of social 
and intellectual life within the 
Residence Hall s." Peter Amato's 
main theme after seeing that stu-
dents are fi~ally settled in their 
ultimate rooms, is a theme of 
interaction between himself and 
the student body, and of involve-
ment in residential affairs in order 
to maintainJ if not improve} the 
"quality of life 11 at Bard. J ust 
how far he is involved, and what 
his aetions are coneerning student 
affairs depends on how students 
voice their opinions and express 
to the Office of the Director of 
Resiuential Life exactly what they 
want. and what they do not want. 
Thomas Discount 
Wines & Liquors 
FOU~ . 
BI\OTH&a 
PIZ.ZJi I}J 
Come in and try our famous ... 
PIZZA 
DINNERS 
ANTIPASTO 
TAKE OUT ORfJERS 
GRINDERS 
OUR OWN ICE CREA!vl 
ALL FLAVORS 
GREEK SALAD 
BEER & WINE 
FREE DELIVERY 
By Reservation only 
Order Before 9.pm for 
Deliveries after 10 pm. 
Rt. 9G 
Rhinebeck 
876-3131 
Rt. 44 Rt. 22 
Pleasant Valley Dover Plains 
635-3777 877-3662 
Open 7 Days- 11 A.M. to Mldnl ht 
A • of 
Doug Turetsky 
I n the wake of the 1960 ' s 
monetary boom came the recession 
and ''stagflation "of the 70 's. 
Many private liberai arts colleges 
suffered because ot the incredible 
increase in tuition rates due to the 
economic crisis; numerous coUeges 
bave been forced to close. Bard 
too, was in financial peril. In 
order to counteract this situation, 
a search for a new co\iege President 
began. 
The man p1ckecl was. of course, 
Leon Botstein, then President of 
Franconia College. He had prev-
iously gaineel noteriety as being the 
youngest college president [n the 
nation, but more importantly, 
his record coneerning matters of 
fiscal stability was superb. He 
was looking to move upwarcl in the 
ranks of the intellectua! elite, to 
preside over a morc prestigious 
college. 
He has been here for two 
years now and th: school is off-
1c1ally operating m the black. 
But since his arrival Barcl has 
undergone a number of changes, 
many neccssary in order to regain 
econom i e security .. Yet these 
changes have not.ocGurred in the 
manner common to Baru 's liberal 
heritage. Mr. Botstein, along with 
several other members of the ad-
ministration has assumed nearly 
completc co'ntrol of the policy-
making pracess at our college. . 
In the past two years, admtn-
istrative response to student input 
has steadily decreased. There has· 
been a tightenfng of uiscipline at 
Bard. Only last week the admin-
istration fired two Peer Conselars 
for · ownma pets - in d i reet 
contradictfon of the philosophy 
agreed up on by the P .C. s and 
the administration, namely that 
peer counselors were to be con-
sidered as students, not represen-
tatives of the administration and 
balance 
the issue. Clearly, the student 
Government has lost much of its 
legislative influence, and operates 
only to allocate convocation 
fund s. 
At !east this is the manner in 
wh\ch Mr. Sotstein would !ike 
to see the Senate run. "It seems 
clear to me that the administra-
tion has a number of priorities and 
goals, large and small, which they 
will carry through regardless of 
the traditional channels for making 
and changing policy ... and that 
ultimately they are intendi ng to 
change the entire liberai arts con-
cept. " (at Bard) said Mark Cal/a-
han, last years Senate co-President. 
His counterpart, Larry Solomon, 
echo ed these sentiments, "w\th 
every step that Leon takes to 
strengthen his administration he 
takes away part of the Senatc 's 
governing ab11ity." . 
Sotstein has managed th1s by 
very simple means. Hc created the 
Office of Program Development 
and placed at its head a close asso-
ciate from Franconia, Gene Mason. 
It 's from this offi ee that most of 
our college 's new policies and pro-
grams have come. And they have 
becn instituted with little or no 
discussion together with the Student 
Senate. 
Perhaps part of the problem 
lies within the fact that our Con-
stitution docs not define _ precisely 
the Senate 's ro\e in po11cy-makir.g · 
U pon read i ng the Constitution it 
could be assumed that the Senate 
is to be an advisory board, rather 
than an organization equipped with 
definite powers. No balance of 
power can be discernec.J between 
administration and Student Senate. 
Mark Callahan feels that, "th ey 
(the administration) would !ike 
people to belicve that the Stu~ent 
Senate is guilty of abrogating rts 
responsibilities. This .is not true, 
the administration is exer'cising_ 
facets and problems of residential 
life social polides and regulations." De~n Sugatt told the Observer 
No Lower Prlcea In New York Staf• therefore subject only to the 
its leg[timate powers to the fullest, 
aggressivelyasserting its~lf in . 
gray äreas, and clearly mterferrng 
with the intent of avoiding or 
overpowering Student government. that Amato's main concern is the 
"quaiity of life" at Bard, bu.t em-
phasized that she and the D1rector 
work closely together as "col-
leagues," in as much as they share 
many of the same areas of con-. 
cern. Amato is in agreement ~1th 
her and the page-lo.ng list _of ~1s 
responsibilities and adds, tn _h1s 
own words that he is basically 
I li f d committed to the sa ety an 
security" of the studen~' Iives, 
being available to work out stu-
3 Mill Street-Route 9 
Rhinebeck, N.Y. 
Free Dellvery-Phone: 876-4488 
regulations upheld for other stu-
dents. Moreover, the very estab-
\ishment of the original P.C pro-
gram caused a wave of furor,. c~l­
minating in President Botstem s 
retusal to acknowledge the results 
of a student-run referend um on 
ln fact, in all but one situa-
tion, the Police program pro-
pesed last year by Mason and 
B&G chief Dick Griffiths, the 
administration has successfully 
avo id ed_ or overpowereJ the Senat~ 
Consequently, the Senat~ has bee.n 
lulled into its present disarray-as 
of yet there has been no presiden-
tial election (which should have 
Continued on page 7 
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('How do WE spell relie~: CRlSlS 
Does this statemeni sound 
familiar to you? Of coursef Ex-
cept for the word Crisis. Weil, ac-
cording to the commercial, if one 
has gas pains, just take this medi-
eine and you will get relief. How-
ever no one mentions to the indivi-
duai' to stop eating foods which 
may cause this gas. That is pre-
cisely my point. Why wait for a 
situation to reach a crisis before 
you react? 
Bringing my point closer to 
home, why can't we obey a simple 
rule before our disregard for it 
leads toa crisis. l'm talking about 
the administration's "no pets al-
lowed " rule. ln the past, pets, . 
niainly dogs and cats, were allowed 
on cafDpus. The campus then re-
semble'cl. nothing short of an 
"Annandale A.S.P.C.A.," accord-
ing to U pperclass students, re~ . 
maining members of the admmlstra-
tion and the maids of long service. 
Bands of dogs roamed the campus, 
one could not walk or sit on the 
grass without looking down, and 
the dorms stunk to the "high 
heavens." This crisis forced the 
administration to revoke the a\low-
ance of pets on campus. N ow don 't 
get me wrong I LOVE pets as much 
as anybody, but th ere is a time and 
place for them and school-time at 
Bard College is neither. Personally 
1 cannot understand the justifica-
tion of ha\tng pets on campus. Pet 
owners here have given me basically 
the same reasan which stems from 
an emotional want and nothing 
more. The reasons against having 
pets on campus are clearly lagieal 
and justifiable, such as the spread-
lng of disease, inflammation of 
allergies, the improper care of the 
while the owner is at class and 
o the Editor: 
Having been at Bard for 3 
lwee~cs now, I fee[ compelled to 
ment on a change at Bard. 
here seems to be a new tone be-
lt'\JvPfl•n student and administration, 
ifferent from the more easygoing 
lationship of last year's students 
d administration. 
V arious rumors and stories 
circulated around campus at a 
•~., ..... ,"n+h of a new one everyday. 
Some were about new plans to 
renovate Stone Row. Others were 
about new administrators and their 
ttitudes about Bard: strict rule 
•~··+"'.-'"ement, l'aw and order being 
most predominant, at least to 
my ears. Stiil more rumors were 
heard about Bard employees 
aus emons ents 
-quoted platit·ude 
that th ey are willi ng to exhibit re- that u Things are stiil better here 
sponsibility and experiment with than other colleges"we respand 
alternatives. There has been no in- that the special character of dication that the administrators Bard's social and academic life involved are interested in approach- is the major reason most peop}e ing problems in the same spirit of com e here and this is what is 
compromise and · understanding. threatened at the moment. The addition to the community of This has caused many ex-people like Greg Finch (new SAGA perienced and formerly enthu-
foeds manager} who care to listen siastic students to become so ...._ .g. L levinsan 
The pages preceeding this one 
are fifled with a group of stories 
which seem to be about different 
issues but most of them deseri be 
to student input and incorporate frustrated that they have aban-
student views makes the other type doned their former activity and 
of administrator all the mare salient. left student government. Others 
This attitude of convenient have remained but now encour-
a singte theme; the developing pat-
tern of total inflex_ibility on the 
Bard campus. This perpetual unwil-
lingness to discuss certain decisions 
on the part of some members of 
the administration isa constant ir-
ritant to the Bard student body 
deafness is not confined to residen-, age their feUow students to simply tial life but can be seen in the pow- disobey the imperious directives 
erlessness of the student Education- that Ludlow h~mds down. 
al Policies Committee, which can ad- Werecommendthat some 
vise but not change academic pro- serious effort be made to hear 
ceedures. This attitude is visible in student feelings and attempt to 
the ommission .of astudent member work with us. lf not'1the rules" 
and an impediment to the resolu-
tion of new problem s that arise. 
on the hiring committee toreplace will continue to be broken Bard 
David Wagner (V ice-President of students will continue to be pena-
The policy on pets and the re-
cent peer counse-lor firings are the 
most fiagrant examples of this 
spreading disease. There has been 
the Colfege) . In short the general lised, the growing discontent will 
attitude seems to be that student continue to develop and all will input may be solicited but will on~ be cheated of the Bard they are ly be utilised when it coincides looking for. 
With inion of those in wer. 
ing bitten y a oesn 
d og. 
Speaking of the tatter 1 if a 
student does get bitten (which is 
quite possible) 1 the student and _ 
the student' s family can ra ise a big 
"stink" about it to the administra-
tion, which will invariably lead to 
a more controlled atmosphere on 
Bard's campus. The" st\nk" raised 
by the student's family will ques-
tion the administration 's enforce-
ment policy and the campus 
security. It seems to me that the 
administration is putting itself out 
on a limb by continuing to allow 
pets on campus. What I think the 
administration is doing is placing a 
lot of trust in our maturity to 
understand and obe_y rules. I think 
we are showing our immaturity. 
This college could conceivably be-
come a lot stricter, with bed checks, 
curfew hours, etc, and resemble the 
much larger institutions of learning. 
For example, Al Hunter, a running 
back for Notre Dame, losthis 
eligibility to play football this year 
(1977~1978) because, after a pre-
vious warning1 he was caught m 
the girls' dorm after the 2:30a.m. 
curfew time one weekend night. 
Here at Bard, a guy could sleep in 
agirt's room until2:3~ p.m. the. 
following afternoon Without facmg 
an administrational penalty. So you 
see there are some good points ab~ut this college -one of w~ich is 
an easy-goi ng atmosphere. 
lf one wishes to dispute with 
the administration, don't argue 
about having pets but about having 
bathrooms on your floor instead of 
the basement or having washing and 
drying facilities in the dorm -that 
work, too. These are some of the 
legitimate arguments that the ad-
ministration needs to resolve before 
they result in a crisis or better yet 
"HOW oo THEY SPELL RELIEF? I' 
Roderick Michael 
speciticauy mstructed to report 
any animals, illegalities or other 
"abnormalities" to the admin istra-
tion. 
The thing that makes rumors 
different from gossip is that, for 
some reason, they are spread faster 
and become more and more exag~ 
gerated as time goes on. Worse stiil 
is that these rumors become basis 
for actual assumptions about the 
Bard of Fall 1977, the most obvious 
assumption being that the admini-
stration seemed in no real mood to 
compromise on many issues trivial 
or otherwise. ft seems to be the 
almost trite, standard collegiate 
standoff spoi!ed students us. Ad-
ministrative authority serving in 
Joco tis. t also seems that 
To the Editor: 
What ever happened to the 
no smoking roomin Dining Com-
mons? Last year, the problem 
was that inconsiderate people 
disregarded the signs. This year 
no signs at all--and ashtrays on 
every table! ~mokers must real-
ize that there are some people 
who do not smoke, and if they 
expect us to accommodate them 
when they wish to smoke, they 
must reciprocate _the t:avQr, and 
refrain from smoking from time 
to time. 
Anybody who knows me, 
remembers that the no smoking 
room was my refuge. I breathe 
enough smoke from other 
people 's cigarettes in classes, out-
side, at Adolphs> and so on. Why 
must J breathe it when I am hav-
ing my meals as weil? Is there no 
escape? Gina Moss 
Dear Editor: 
Faculty members and stu-
dents wishing a complete set of 
instructions for "meditation" 
together with a list of "secret" 
mantras and a description of how 
they are assigned can obtain them 
without obligation of any kind by 
sending a stamped self-addressed 
envelope (preferably about 10 
inches wide) to: 
Meditation 
Webster College 
St. Louis, Missouri 63119 
Sincerely yourS1 
Alexander Calandra 
Chairman, Science 
Department 
the administration has placed more 
importance in u directing'' stu~ 
dents' lives and affairs than in 
academic proceedures and pro-
blems, as though the students 
were four years old told to "play 
nicely and respeet your elders.'' 
U nfortunately the students 
feel a lot more vocal in their feel-
ings than the administration does. 
Except for the new freshmen and 
transfers who got the standard 
"What Bard is about talk." The 
rest of the student body was pretty 
much left in the dark as to new 
policies. Perhaps it would be weil 
for the administration to address 
the S tudent Body personally. Ob-
viously 1 Bard is at its best, as a 
residentiaf academic communi 
~~~ ....... save the 
whole world, 
·butmaybe justa 
liitle piece. 
Progress comes in 
inches. But even inches add 
up. A few lives here. A few 
lives there. And what the 
Peace Corps will do for your 
life is more than we can ever 
tell you. Call the Peace Corps. 
And maybe you e an help get 
the world back together, a 
piece at a time. The Peace 
Corps is alive and weU-
Call tol! free: Peace 
800-424-8580. corps 
. FOR MORE INFORMATt(>N 
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when cooperation and honest inter-
ehange are constant (not everyday 
but at a regular interval). This 
can only be accomplished when 
trust on both sides and a willing-
ness to examine all options and to 
compromise are developed toa 
mare public extent. Apathy iia 
problem at Bard but it is not a 
reasan for any obstruction of 
dialogue. Thus, any rumors about 
Bard becoming a playground for a 
Fascist administration and the 
dissident, radical students wou'd 
be disproved. 
Siobhan Silag 
Letlers Continued LOOKING AT PICTURES ••• 
To the Editor: K~ew befo~~ they got .. ~ere too.) Shelia Spencer vertical shapes are complemented 
J am writing this letter in I m not sayrng that th1s !Sa by the horizental Unes of the wood 
reaction to the dismissal of the two necessary part of education, but As self~appointed critic (sans slats which make up a third of the peer counselors at the beginning for so me, just a few perhaps, it credentials) I intruded upon the area. A white lack, which figures 
of this semester. As a former Peer can be an important experience. back hallways of the Dining Com- prominently in the right upper Counselor and former supporter of Self determination in all mons early one afternoon to study corner, is balanced by intriguing the program, 1 find it hard to verb- matters. The ability to totally this term's first photography ex- and sinuaus coils of wire on the 
alize the extreme disappointment fuck up not once, but twice; t.hai liibit. I wanted to see what left. Rough scratches outline the [ felt when r heard the news that has been an outstanding Bard fea- Gary Hallman is about without lock and participate in the grace-
our confidenee had been broken. ture. The right to privacy is all dribbling yogurt down my shirt. f~llines of the coils, complemen-The dismissal of a Peer Counselor important and I fear that this The" studia series "which tmg bot~. J n short, this photo-for an infraction of a high ly con~ basic tradition is in danger. The occupies the main d i ningroom is graph is interestin·g and coherent· troversial ." rule" is in direet dismissal of the PC's is the second described as a collection of the irnages and the lines he placed 
contradiction of the re suits of or third in a row of dominos, and '.'J arg e, I uminous and playful on the negative blend and streng-
many discussions held between with it has topp!ed what I had be- 1mages that. . . document the then each other. It is one of few last year's PC's and the administra~ lieved to be one of the last sup- arrangements and recörd the sen- photographswhich I fe!t was im-tion. Personafly 1 feel used and lied portive departments in the admini- suous qualities of surface and tone proved by the scratching. No. 14 to. [ had a pet last year. Many stration. light and shadow, translucence and' ISa photograph of a starkly white PC's had pets last year. The ad~ I do not wish to appear en- opacity. " That is, their interest ~avatory door. Towels are visible 
ministration would not have gotten tirely prejudiced against the change lies not in thier subject matter but m the lower corner and jagged 
away with this unprecidented act being sought by this mare active [n their texture color and compo- black scratches leading diagonally 
of udiscipline" last year. 1 do not administration. Change is good J sition. ' to them. The scratches area sharp know what finat action was deciued and what is better is the change Further, Hallman has scratchedcontrast to the smooth whiteness 
upon by this year's PC's, but 1 hope which occurs when conflict is the negatives so as to ~'vioJate of the door; the rough towels com-that they, and all students realize brought to campram ise. I do not the norma! rendering of perspec~ plement th es smooth texture of the full weight of the actiJn. see this happening. Last year a tive, while introducing new planes the metal: The sc.ratc~es resemble The first Princip!e at Bard is great d eal of" political" activity and shapes with in the photographJc barbed w1re, and J n this photo that of Rule-less-ness, not Iawless- was sparked by variöus administra- soacc." While 1 agree that l'vioia- seem to add a new phusical element 
ness, but rulelessness. Without tive moves. So far an equal errup- tln~" may be an appropriate term, to the ~omposition. Again, the breaking rules set up for oneseif t\on has yet to occur, the process~ he scldom seems to have "intro- scratchmg complemented, rather (by oneselfor others} a person es are in a state of confusion. Even duced" more than haphazard than detracted from the original 
cannot grow beyond a eertai n point. before organization is found eer- ~ashes toa collection of moderately photo. No. 3 was also coherent Many, if not most people do not tain basic Rights of Bard students mteresting photos. and showed a successful blending 
wish this form of growth·' it's (over and above those of students) . However J over a period of time,of techniques? but ror themost frightening to be unbala~ced to must be enunciated and upheld. It be~omes e~sier to appreciate Hal~ part, the st~d.1o. senes seemed 
act without a comfortable prin- Privacy is the first of these. B&G lman s combmation of techniques. ~arsh a~d d.IsJom~ed; ~hough 
ciple of convention. l'm not say~ must not become the "eyes and Two members of this collecuon mterestmg tn the'r vanety of light ing that this is the way for all ears" of the administration. are very worth mentioning; no.ll and. texture, they were disturbing in people at Bard but for many crea- Ruleless~ness isanother and PC's and no. 14. The former is one of thetr lack of resolution between tive destruction isa must. cannot be held accountable more the more complex photos· there the original i mage and the tech-Some people cannot learn than any other student if that pro- isa greater degree of variation in nique applied. The photographs 
vicariously, th ey must experience gram is to continue. lnvolvement t-one and textme. The compositian o~ the back wall were of a very 
all that is possible first hand. For as much as possible, in school Js very good: strong light and dark 9tfferent f!atur~; several held 
most, College is the last time affairs is the last. These Rights ( ( ) ) rnterest pn man ly because of their 
where responsibility isata mini- must be maintained militantly if madeinu.u.. unique subiect matter. "Steelies mum, and hell, were supposed to need be. Even aseach of us enters 11 -=-ac:ft:-e-r-:.ot;-he--:--h-ea-r-;.i::.ng...:,=:b-=u~t-=t:;h.:::e~se::.:.::.:a;;;lle:.:g:.;.a_-- on lee,; and"Rubber Frogs "are 
be learning, 50 why not extra- an even more complex academic tipns have yet to be resolved. memorable only in their unusual 
curricularly? year we must remember what it is It could be argued that the content. lgnoring this, the light Freshmen, when they get that makes this place special and Moonies were weil aware that they texture and compositian are pleasing here, immediately proceed to get bearable and be relatively active were not welcome on campus long but not captivating. The last sec-~asted. Many learn how to func~ in its upkeep. It isa primary re- before they approached Bard lands, tion of outdoor nhotographs left t1on perfectly weil in variaus states sponsibility of a Bard student and and that the college was playing me completely cold. 
of altered consciousness. (A lot one that must be taken seriously. paper tiger; mere ly looking for the As a whole, f found the ex-'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M~ar~y~S~-~D~u~ff~y~~~ea~estwaytoescapef~m asitua- hibit onlyofmild interest. ~hile tion that seemed to be taking on the studia series shows a progressian MOON (cont'd from Page1) Acoording to Botstein, the let- the propartions of a huge struggle. of ability in a particular technique, 
Unification Church to Leon Bot- ter served several functions. Firstly, Mr. Botstein had stated several the other photos strave distractedly 
stein in which they apologized for it avoided a long and costly trial. times in print that he would not for interest in compositian and con-the incident and conceded Bard 's Second ly, it fufilled the college's drop the charges yet he has dropped tent · · · and failed in both. 
right to exclude them from cam- goals which were to insure that a charges. pus. (This is an important point future incident will not occur, to In any event, Richard D. *William Peterson, IMAGES' Sept. for if the previously mentioned inform the Moonies explicitly that Griffiths, Superintendant of B&G, 111111CI=9=7=4=:Ntc::::=:::Mt-IZI::N~t~:=:.tt• .. suit was to be brought against the they are not welcome on campus, who signed the original complaint 1 
college's right to exclude them and to have the Moonies publicly has stated that the college is satis· Down jackets Bulky Sweaters 
this right is consciously repudi~- concede the college's right to ex- fied with the agreement. Corduroy & D~nim Jeans ted ). elude them. B otstein al so ela i ms This is as far as the matter , \ & Everything. that goes With them) The !etter also serves as a that the college was ready and will ever conceivably go, and it is ,. .. 0 
warning. The Moonies,state that willi ng toprosecute if the Moon- the lot of all Bard sturlents, faculty "':~; I:IUOSON VALI.:f:Y th ey" understand that if th ere i es refused to compose a letter and staff to hope that theadmin i- · DEPARTMENl~ 
are further incidents, you (the outlining their terms. stration has d one an adequate job , STORE 
.Rard administration) will take ap- There was some question as of protecting the campus from our!' propriate action." In other words . to whether some of Moon's neighbor, the Moonies, or all too Corner of Route 9 and East Market they understand that if therc isa followers were illegal aliens and soon a similiar situation may again 876-4881 Street 
reoccurance, prosecution will take one was served with a Federal Re- bedevil the Bard campus and Rhinebeck place. serve Board subpoena immediately jeopardize our welfare and safety. a;;::::=..ac:==.uc==MIC==•==t FIRINGBACK--------------~----~~~---.-~~~-----·~~--~·------------~ J ust as the administration knowledgeable students "?Is it (co·ntinued from Page 1) feefs a "sense of betrayal/' so too permissable not to take that advice 
.as that. do the students. They feel that to heart? Some students have re-
But is it? Neither the students the administration has acted in a questcd a break from the admini-
nor the administration would argue way it had no nghr to, and that stration, coneerning the existence t~at peer counselors enjoy a posi~ the decision to fire the two peer of the Peer Counselor Program. 
t1on of leadership in the communi- counselors was hasty and ruthless. They feel they have been hassled 
ty. J ust what differences that en- On their side, they have written, and misunderstoo'd for too long. 
tails, when compared to other "It was firmly agreed by the Dean When I broached this idea to 
students, is what generates a con~ of Students and the Student Peter Amato, he seemed to hope flict. Do peer counsel0rs have · Senate that Peer Counselors were it would not occur, and that tne 
mare obligation to obey rules than not to promote or to enforce program would continue as it has 
other students, or less? Are they official administration policy." with the administration maintain~ 
viewed as examples to other stu- Mary Sugatt expiained that the i ng its position as employer. He dents, and does this affect the way guid~lines for the job included up- offered no new id eas on the pro~ 
their personal affairs are to be con- holdmg the school regulations. Is gram, and seems to be waiting to ducted? The topic has certainly this notadireet contradiction in see what turns out. s~imulated thought on these ques- ~nderstanding on the part of both Whether students will see 
t1ons1 and they are worth assessing Sldes? What about the assertion changes in the Peer Counseling 
I don 't have the answers, but 1 · by the students that "rernoval of a Program, slight or significant re~ know that both sides are saying Peer Counselor would be under- mains to be seen. It is unfortu-
that the student 's best interests taken only with the advice of the nate that anger and resentment 
are in mind. Yet something has seleetian pane!, including the have been built up over the matter gone wrong. school psychologist and several but it has at !east brought one ' 
thing into the open: thereis a 
discrepancy between what the 
administration and the students 
helieve is going on. The sooner 
each sideseeks to honestly dis-
cover what the other is thinking, 
the better the Bard experience will 
be for all of us. It may be too late 
to smooth ruffled feathers, but the 
future of not only the Peer 
Counseling Program, but also the 
~ :~ ~·-··~:~.·~, _. •.o ! • I ' 
. -J f\. .•. ,, I I ' . 
- • ~ r, .. ~ ,. ;• 
• ....... •• ·•. • ! I I ', I 
. . u I; I I 
28 W. Market St. 
Red Hook 
758-2311 
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_rr'j-~-b~------~---·-----------------------·,_._....._._.t•f--..... --. I ,u l A PQ W E R J S NOT SA FE B,~t the humanist Brody knows _ I that a melt down "coulcl weil in-
! . , . . vofve the loss of many tens of by Hemz Bertelsmann With v~ry, very rare except•.ons thousands of lives, many mare in-mutatlons caused by radJatlon or jureu anJ debilitated by radiation, In the February issue of the other causes, a~e harmful to the that property losses might arnount Observer, Professor Burton Brody affected orgamsms: ~or these to more than $100 bilfion and 1 wrote an article entitled "IS NU- reasons the h_umamsttc Dr. Brody tl:lat the area affected by the radi-
1 CLEAR POWER SAFE?". He wo~ld. not WJsh to add nuclear ation would be uninhabitable and had hoped that this artide would ra~1at1on. to us humans who each the groundwater contaminated fo lead toa d iseussi on of the issue. w1thou~ tt al ready carry fr?m 4 to a longj long time. He is also lfl•••••••~•-••• I Disappointed that this dfd not R n•.cesstve lethal genetJC dJseases! th t th t ~ -· ~-
1 conie about he has asked_ me repeat- To· {2) In the same cours aware a e sa ety measures . ~ \ , e ~ 
1 ed lv to write a ~:eply. The follow- on .genetics the humanist Brody ~~ '7 
I!. i ng is my responseto his request'. learned that ~i gh .energy r~diation 1 v. Had physicist Brody ff.TJl •. e_R .. --1 ~ ... CE __ ~_.-· E~ _C_;._ K - Before I begin fe~ m.e pomt causes ~utatiOns m a spec1es and written about breeder reactors in ... "' ~ 
out that Professor Brody menttons t~at Hlls was also ~rue or all sur- September instead of in Februan '1\: .:".~~ 
in his artic.le that he writes as a Y1vors of the atom1c bomb blasts of this year he would no d ubt ~ IBl_-CYCL E S~H:o·; __ .~p·'J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 1: 
I 
I 
••• I 
' 
physicist. We,.who krrow Pro- 10 Japan. Due ~0 t.he. C?mplex.ity due to the fears of possibie0 ' ~1 
fessor Brody, know·tJ-rat in ad- of huma~ genetJcs Jt 15 lmpossrb_le nuclear weapons proliferation ant 
dition to beingan optimistic to state rn l9?7 wh.at the genetJc the danger of terrorist sabotage FREE 
physicist he is also most admirably effe~t on .the offspnng of the voiced by the Carter administra-
a concerned humanist. MY. remarks survJvors IS. The effects do not tion and other gov t h "' 
Id I b l. h b appear before the 3rd generation k ernmen s, av .. cou , e ~eve, ave een made by and then only if tLle 1 .1 J ta en a less neutral stance towa.rt that concerned humanist. · . .' e 11 u:en are that problem. 
Cable lock & 
Rhinebeck Bike Shop ulu Shirt 
with ever}' bike sold thru Oct. 1 1'. Physicist Brody states that the offsprmg of f1rst cous1 ns. (1) radiation of nuclear power pro-
duction is no larger, but even 
smaller thannormal background 
radiation ·ano (2). that j apanese 
survivorssnow no·greater incidene-e 
of d isease or. their offspring greater 
genetic defects tbao ·the test of the 
population. 
To (1) The humanist Brody 
realizes weil that expos.ure to 
radioactivity connected with atom-
ic en ergy is not confined to the 
pracess of nuclear·power pro-
duction, but that it begins with 
exposure of miners and continues 
with exposure of those living in 
areas where mine tailings are 
heaped up) of those who pracess 
the ore, those who enrich it, of 
those who are living near any loea-
tian where, due toa derailment 
or tfuck accident, leakage occurs, 
or those who live near a power 
plant, those who work in it, more 
even or those who are föolish 
enough to make repairs of radio-
active parts. Even after an atomic 
plant is closed down after a max-
im um Ii fe of 30 years it has to be 
covered up with soil or concrete 
for at least 50 years betore anyone 
would dare to dismantlc it. Hu-
manist Brody, remembering a 
genetics course he once took, 
realizes that (a) all radiation is 
cumu~ative in effect and that the 
important point is therefore not 
how much radiation we get from 
the normal background but how 
much is added to it by radiation 
from the atomic energy pracess 
(b) that therefore the re is no 
"safe radiation," but there may 
be a upermissible"one, {e) that 
Page 6 
Il. ne optimistic physicist \(. The h~manist_i~ Bro~y 
Brody makes it appear as mougn mentlo.ned the unavo1dable m-
WE CARRY RALEIGH, PEUGEOT, 
ROSS & PUCH MOPEDS 
we knew how to compact the cre~se. m personal exposu~e to 
ever increasing amounts of highly radlatton from the op~;at1o~ of 15 EAST MARKET ST. 
raJioactive waste generated by nucl~ar powe~ pJants, . but m 
atomic plants-·it amounts to 20 relatJon to this .he re:=th~es ~hat. 
tons per reactor eacn yearl -that ~ven .t~ou~h Hus radtat.IOn 1s dJf-
open Tues-Thurs 10-6 
RHINEBECK Fri 10-7, Sat 9·$· 
a glass and steal to sa.felv en- useu m air a~d water 1t bec~mes 
capsule the compacted waste had concentrateJ m the food ch.am ... _ ... __ ...., ________ • 
8711·4028 
· d d h and thus. comes to humans m the 
already oeen .'develope. an t at concentrated tl· tl"· th 
a safe ~eologJcal repos1tory had diluted form t ra .er ~an e 
been dtscovered. · 
The humanist Brody knows 
(a) that no waste has been com-
pacted, (b) that no suitable glass 
has as been developed, (e) 
he steel tanks now used 
tor storage of non-comp«l.Lt:u 
waste 1 0% have leaked and that 
the waste therefore has to be 
transferred to new tanks after 10 
years or so and (d) that no safe 
geological strata has yet been 
fou.nd. Salt mines have been 
seriously considered for this pur-
pose, but they must not contain 
material which under the influ-
en.ce of great heatt such as that 
generated by the waste, will 
liquify. In addition to the radia-
tion dangers mentioned under 
Il., the atomic waste is potentiai-
Jy the most dangerous. Most of 
these wastes remain lethal for at 
least 250,000 years - and some 
lon5er. This time period amounts 
to mare than 120 times the exis-
tence of the United States! What 
political system will exist long 
enough to 'monitor these wastes 
for that length of ti1r.<:l? 
11 I. Physicist Brooy IS aware 
of the possibility of a umelt down ' 1 
of the core of nuclear generating 
plant, pointing out that this is not 
the same as the explosion of an 
atomic bomb, but he more or I ess 
minimizes the chances of this 
occurring. 
V I. Physicist Brody states 
that containers of radioactive waste 
coukf theoretically be constructed 
in such a way that they can with-
stand the impact of a rail or road 
acciUent and then at.lds that due to 
the fact that the waste is less 
bulky (why should it be?) than 
coal its in)pact woulci be less. The 
humanist in him answers that 
what is theoretically possible is 
most frequently not put into 
!Jractice a11u that it is not bulk 
that matters, but that nuciear 
waste is raJioactive whereas coal 
is not. At the enJ of the artide 
after citing at length a nuclear ' 
power generating proponent 1S 
contention that there are many 
greater hazards to human Iife than 
atom ic generating plants, the 
humanist 8 rody fortunately ma kes 
a plea for further study of the 
problem. 
A word of my own at ti1e 
end. Throughout life I have 
learned that the 11 solution" of a 
problem generates one or more 
new problems. This is also true 
of the problem of creating aJ-
ditional energy, as the above 
i 11 ustra te s. 
In my opinion and in that of 
a fortunately growin-5 number of 
humans in all parts of the world 
it is incontestable, for more reasons 
than given above by the human-
istic Brody, that at the present 
state of technology atomic energy 
is highly Jangerous. I !ike to end 
with a question: if atomic anergy 
adds 10% to our present energy 
production would our lives be en-
hanced so much that it would be 
worth facing the aangers? Or, 
p~~ting it differently, d?es a~- lf you want mare 1nrorrr~d~ 
drtronal energy prouuctron g1ve us tion about this important subJect 
the opportu~ity to maximize talkto your fe\low students . 
human happmess and total human Susan Mustapic and Mary-Louise 
fulfi!lment ?r are these goals mare Antiuk, and for read John J. Ber-
readlly attamed by a development ger Nuc/ear Power Richard E. 
of those human potentials which Webb The Accident flazards of 
~re not baseJ .on the ever i n e reas· Nuc/e~r Power Pfants, R. Curtis 
mg accumulat1on of largely mean~ and E Hagan Perils of the 
ingless material things? For any- Peaceful A to~ B. L. Cohen }s 
one believing in the values of a artici e in the J976 vol. of the. 
liberai arts education the answer American Scientist or H.W. lsber 1S 
should be clear. in the 1976 vol. of The Progressive. 
SOUNDIN Rhinebecl< 
.'-......... 
-- Klipsd _ 
Sony ---==----
- - JBt-Mclnfosh 
Heal th 
Food s 
Kenwood __: 
P iouer 
---__ l1ndberg -
Microphones 
Components 
Headphon~s 
Car Stereas 
Ta pes-Television 
KERMIT L. SCHW ARZ INC. 
Everything for Your 
Stereo 
Open :'11on.-Sat.: 10 to 6 
Fri.: 10 to 8 
Bradley .1\leadows Shopping Center 
L--------~----679-8310 ____ ... __ 
~ 
G.B.D., Peterson & other fine briars. Te-Amo, Roy al 
Jamaica & manvother flne cigars. lmported 
Custom Blends- Smoking Accessories. 
57 Tinker St. 679-6383 
Woodstock 
Daily 9 am-8 pm 
. THE 
Grains & Nuts 
Dried Fruits 
Vitamins & Books 
Cosmetics 
Salad Bar 
Sandwiciles 
Saiaas 
ju i ees 
Herbal Teas 
Shakes 
Frozen yogurt 
Hea/th is your most valuab/e 
passessian - cultivate it! 
31 West Market Street 
Rllinebeck (914) 876-2555 
Not es "Aithough some Unidentified Flying Objects are real, not atl UFO's are what they seem," statcd 
Sri Darwin Gross, spiritual leader 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, . of ECKANKAR, the Path of 
September 5. Students completmg Total Awarcness. 
teacher preparation p~ogram~ anu The world renown Living 
advanced degree cand1dates m ECK Master recently shed light 
LAST PIECE PALAC[Mthenew 
U/[UM 
specific fields may t~ke ~he Na- on the origin of UFO's and why 
tional Teacher Exammat1ons on some people see them and others 
any of three different test dat~s do not. 
in 1977-78. Educational Test.mg "ECKANKAR/) he says, 
Service, the nonprofit, e~u.catiOn- "teaches that there are other 
al organization that .adn:tmlsters worlds and dimensions BEYOND 
this testing program, satd today this physical universe, the firs~ of CLASSJFIED that the tests will be given Nov- which is the astral plane of exls-
ember 12, 1977, February 18, tence. Some beings dwefling in 
1978 and July 15, 1978) at · this world can project astral irnages 
nearly 400 locations throughout into our physical universe. Those 
the United States. that can project irnages of U FO's 
Results of the National from the astral world are not very 
Teacher Examinations are consid- spiritually advanced. lf they were, 
ered by many large school dis- they would be aware of and in-
tricts as one of the several factors terested in reaching the God plane 
in the sel~ctiqn of new teachers where T otal Aw areness or God 
and used by several states for the Conscio us n ess ca n be fou n d." 
credentialling of teachers o.r The leader of the worldwide 
licensing of advanced cand1d~tes. movement claims that those who 
Some colleges require all semors do see UFO's generally have a 
preparing to teach to take the high I.Q. an~ po~sess some cl<~:,ir-
exam inations. . .~ . -·. voyance wh1ch gtves them an m-
The Bul/etin of [ntormotion sight that others do not have. for Cundidates contains a list of "Flaming engines roar," he point-
test centers and general informa- ed out "red and green lights flash, 
t[on about the examinations, as and th~y move with incredible 
weil. as a registratio~ form. speea but only in the mind~ of 
Cop1es may be obtamed from col- those who project and reccrve the l~ge placement officers, school images." 
personnet departments, or di~ectly The ECKANKAR lnternation-
from National Teacher Examma- al Office is located in Menlo Park, 
tions, Box 911, Educational California and there are ECK 
Testing Service, Princeton, New Centers in most large cities through-
J ersey 08540. out the world. 
GIRL into So11r Cre(vn desires 
MAN interestcd in hot potato. 
Godot, 
Stiil waiting. 
Hey, Kiiler! Your mother found 
out about the waterfall. 
While folding laundry in 
Bourne, discovercd black 
satin shccts not belonging 
to finder. Please contact 
me care of this newspaper. 
Brian : What woutd anyone be 
writing the phone company for? 
cannibat: looking for quick lunch 
Ralph. What was that about a 
picce of rope and things Albert 
would not do? 
Artist; looking for kneeding 
rubber and man into same 
LAST CHANCE!!!!Send $1.00 
to Box 452. 
Estuarch! Silfy Bear! Send healthy 
bison to Box 923. Soon. Hungry 
Jndians waiting impatiently. 
sunflower, lct sleeping dogs lie 
Tl1e 5ource for : 
• OM of a kiml L!re-s.5es, sl;iru and b louses 
madr >nu <.l~sl~n< J b~ us from our 
.::ollroctfon of 5il k.s & r:.yo11s. 
" Custom m~de clulhinl,õ from aur tlfsi•• ~s. 
.anJ fabric:s m.alic to order. 
• Frenc.h je.Jns - o~nim, UI;1c::k, anti white 
• Frendt fO()~ ' c"tton Tee Shirts & Turtle 
necls in a rainbow uf culors. 
., Jewelry, $hawts., sox and muth mure . 
open every d,!y 11-6 
credit cards aocepted 
679-9336 
t!Y',.Q D lscuunt to 
u. r~ stu\J~nt• 
with tl1is •Jd. 
LOST, STOLEN or STRAYED!! 
One large gray elephant; last seen 
in the South Hoffman shower. 
No distinguishing characteristics. 
Please contact Box 824 if you 
have any information leading !O 
the apprehension of respons1ble 
parties, preferably dismembered. 
Classified Ad-linc Rate 
$1.00 for first ten words 
$0.1 0 for each word over. 
Submit to Box 85 with payment 
in advance. Makc Checks and/or 
money ordcrs out to Observer. 
PARNASSUS ••••:wsxxxxxxxx•xxxa33:xxx :E" 
A COMPLETE HOOKSHOP 
26 Montgomcry Street 
Rhinebeck, New York 
Tel: 876-3271 
In this world which runs and is silent, 
1 want more communications, 
other Ianguages) other signs, 
I want to know this world. 
Pablo Neruda 
I CONGRATS 
TO 
GIGI & BRUCE 
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CROSBY, ST/LLS & NASH 
CSN (ATLANTIC SD 79104) 
FIREFALL --LUNA SEA 
(ATLANT/C SD 79701 J 
CHR/S HILLMAN-CLEAR SAILIA 
(ASYLUM 7E-.7 704 
THE BERNIE LEADON 
MICHEAL GEORGIADES BAND 
NATURAL PROGRESSIONS 
(ASYLUM lE--J 107) 
Robert Levers 
These bands all represenr a 
tradition that began with the 
Byrds and Buffalo Springfield 
in the sixties and continues wlth 
people like Poco, Loggins & 
Messina, Manassas, and the Eagles. 
The problem, however, with these 
new albums, with the exception 
of the CSN album, is that they 
have reduced that tradition to 
a formula. The combination of 
pretty narmonies, tight arrange-
ments, and an impressive job on 
the recording is typical of what 
has become known as the "L.A. 
sound" U nfortunately, group s 
sets standards according to the 
"sound" without paying attention 
to their materbl, in much the 
same way a printmaker might 
become so involved with technique 
that he fails to think much about 
the actual i mage on his plate. 
The Firefall, Hillman, and 
Leadon-Georgiades Band all give 
us their versions of love-on-the-
wane-time-to-take-a-6reatflmint 
tragedies. However, Firefall inject~ 
some energy and life into their 
performance and arrangements, 
uniike Hillman and the Leadon-
Georgiades Band who sound /ike 
th ey spent two years wri ting their 
songs undera mesquite tree in 
the desert. Perhaps Colorado is 
the reasan for Firefalls enthusi-
asm, a spirit which seems to be 
laeking in most California bands 
these days. 
A nice surprise is the new 
Crosby, Stills & Nash album. It 
isa joy to listen to. They have 
evolved within the tradition 
that, a~ a second gereration band 
they· helped define. 
A trap they otten fell into 
with the addition of Young was 
that of the band providing backup 
for the writer of each sang. Small 
wonder they broke up-they be-
came tired of making solo records 
with everyone else in the band. 
This album is different, because it 
is very much a group effort, and 
at the sam e timeeach sang dis-
plays an individuality that points 
directly to its writer. Because of 
this, it isa very strong album. 
Musically,Crosby, Stills & 
Nash has grown-the harmonies are 
more complicated and !ess pre-
dictable than their earlier efforts. 
And what is refreshing on this 
album is that, ata time where 
synthesizers have come to pro-
vide most background orchestration 
they choose torecord with an act-
ual orchestra on a few of the cuts. 
The lyrics are perhaps the 
weakest part of the album. Though 
THE 
LATE NIGHT 
CAFE 
IS OPEN EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT 
WEDNESDAY UNTIL 2AM, IT IS IN 
THE CENTER OF RHINEBECK WHERE 
YOU CAN'T MISS IT, AND IS THE PLACE 
WHERE ONE CAN FIND-
HAMBURGERS-CHEESEBURGERS 
SANDWICHES HOT & COLD 
SEAFOOD CREPES-VEGETABLE 
CREPES-SALADS-SOUPS 
CARROT CAKE & CAKES OF 
DIFFERING KIND-LIME & 
CHOCOLATE MOUSSE-DESSERTS 
ICE CREAM IN SEVEN FLAVORS 
POTS OF COFFEE OUR OWN BLEND 
HERBAL TEAS-LATE NIGHT SPE~:CIALS f~ 
INFORMAnONand ~\~~ 
BOXOFFICE- · ~~ 
ARTS CENTER 0 "' ~ 
CAFE 
33 montgomery st. D (914) 876-3053 
rhlnebeck ny 12571 
Yes, the Woodstock genera-
ation has come of age. Marijuana 
isasurburban fact, living with 
your lover does not shock anyone 
anymore and the_.war that united 
us in so many ways is past history. 
Some people continue to re-
fresh with new insights· as th ey re-
mind us of where we've been. Cros-
by, Stills & Nash is such a band. 
Others indulge in variations on a 
theme with suspicious enthusiasm. 
l'm afraid that most of what Chris 
Hillman and the Bernie Leadon---
Michael Geore;ic:J~s Band have to 
offer falls into this category. 
* 1977 Gold Hill Music, Inc. 
(ASCAP) 
. FINE FRENCH 
CUSINE 
ltT., 
Rtf1NE6ECK 
li.Y.. 11571 
CHEZ 
MARCEL 
Tues-Sat 5-10PM 
Su n Noon-1 OPM 
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Houghton Mifflin, 1977 R.Koblitz 
The bus from lzmir passed 
through Ephesus in a rainstarm and 
we didn't get out to view the re-
markable Christian ruins. When 
we uescended to the coast at Bodrum, 
the afternoon sun was bright and 
the crusader's eastle was reflected 
in the bay from our balcony in the 
Pension Nereid. It was April 1974 
and we came, from want of a 
better reason, to vlsit Märy Lee 
Settle who was writing a novel 
about lurkey. Annandale couldn't 
have been further away. 
8/ood Tie takes place in 
Bourum, on 1urkey's Aegean 
coast, once seat of the Carian empire, 
home of Herodotus, the great 
historian. Later, called Halicarnassus · 
it was the site of the tomb of King 1 
Mausoleus, and then of the fortress 
built from sto"'es taken from the 
mausoleum by the Knite of St. 
John, soon to fall into the hands 
of the Moors under Suleiman. 
Mary Lee greeted Min and me 
and introd uced us to her 1 urkish 
friends and to the small clique of 
disolaced Americans and to her own 
restlessness and seekinu. Of these 
things she made her briok. 
In a very favorable review 
Anato/e B royard in the 1 im es' 
fixed on the American expatriates 
and _fo und them the point of it al r. 
He 1s wrong. They are often front 
not as sentimental as their first --------------record, this album will stiU be 
stage, of course, and to an American 
reader of insular vision, this may be 
all that's w.orth t.elling-- as in books 
of the genre of Ugl y Amencan ana relevant to the psyches of high 
school students. They do lend some 
age to the usual themes, as in 
"Run From Tears'' 
And I didn' t mean to take 
you for granted, only knew 
that it felt good at home. * 
The lyrics are quite adequate 
however, especially in the context' 
of the music. 
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t~e tales of Somerset Maugham. J 
, ftnd a closer parallel in Conrad in 
&-aham Green or, most of all i'n 
1 Malcolm Low ry. 
As I read Mary Lee's noveJ thr~e years fell aw ay, and 1 was' 
agam rn 8 odrum. Here is the harbor 
and Customs shed, in the shadow of 
th e great andent eastle and the 
ca fe where we sat to wait for Mary 
Lee to complete her morning's 
work on her book. hete we ·would. 
see Lo~ly and Salim, who wouiJ 
take us to the rsland in his boat 
Enve;-baba, the. old hippie, lsm~t 
on hrs motor b1ke, Fahtma, the 
refugee sociologist, Peter DeBonis 
and Gordon and Carol and George 
fro~ the fo.ng-term American colony, 
amrd changmg faces of tourists and 
sailors setting down from ferries 
out of Cos across the bay and from 
the bus which had brought us here. 
Korfetz Restaurant, small bars in 
caves off the winding streets, the 
bread shops anu craft stalls and 
the exotic busy markets. Every-
where the .gentle proud luks, here 
mare Medtterranean, almost 
Greek, holding therr peasant ways 
against the softness and wealth of 
the visitors. 
8/ood Tie evoked more than 
the brooding past, more than the 
impoverished provinclal present, 
and more than the aliens east up 
here. 1 he book is alive with a 
passian of which I had been but 
dimly sensitiye three years ago. 
lle Americans were not simply 
derelicts, but dismembered and 
suffering. l1e legends of the past 
were not dead but, as with 
Lawrence's Mexico, ready to strike 
suddenly and violently. Ariadne the 
narrator, is bloodied by memodes 
and flight and torn by the eff9rt 
to bclong and the fear which drives 
her away. It is this lust and this 
fear that ignites the book and 
draws me closer to Mary Lee than 
ever we were in Bodrum. 
lle high vision of the book is 
not, I believe, the agony of the 
lost and exiled and lonely. It is 
rather the power that stirs in 
T urkey and that is reflected in 
the struggle and flight and 
sacrifice of limur, the radical 
young student. I know that the 
1 urkish struggle for freedom 
and justice was very much on 
Mary Lee's mind; her eyes flashed 
and her voice was angry and harsh 
when she told us of her trip to the 
mountains where she heard the 
story of how the soldiers brought 
the fugitive down from the hilis. 
Because B odrum is not in the end 
a place for the entertainment of 
foreigners, Mary Lee is not a 
voyeur but, like Herodotus, a 
moralist and a seer. 1 he tension 
in her novel is the struggle to 
escape the confinements of her 
own past, to gain a new identity 
here, in the great past anu the 
earthy present and the bloody 
future. For her as a person, the 
quest fails: as a writer she same-
times ach ieves. 1 hat is why 
8/ood Tie is a rich and passionate 
story. And in the end it is clar-
eyed and ~~yfd~ing at the place 
where poilt1cs anses and there is 
struggle and life. 
Rt IQ.n. Copezio! t I tn@ 
Attention all dancers! No Ionger @: 
must Y<;>U travel to .New York Cjty Q 
to obtam .. :he best m daQ.ce supplies. 
An authonzed CAPEZIO agency has 
come to town. .'f.he Mini Mall @) 
of New Paltz will be home for the Q 
DANC~ SHOP, catedng to the 
dancer JO ev~y_possible way. 3 
THE DANCE SHOP will offer ~ 
an extensive line of highly 
stylcd dance wear for student and @ 
profe~sional dancers, gymnasts, 11 
exercJSe buffs, yoga enthusiasts 
and leotard lovers. There'~ no doubt about it... @) 
dance wcar is fashion. But 
TiiE DANCE SHOP offers 
fashion and more. ln addition 
to an e.xciting collection of leo- ~ 
tards and dance accessories 
· special orders will be welco'me and 
fillcd promptly. And since 
'I!IE DANCE SHOP recog· . ...... 
mzes the ~re and attention necessary....., 
for the fittmg of children's shoes @ 
the young, as weil as the ex- ' o 
peri~ed dancer receivesspecial 
servtcc, Ron and Margie Simon 
of THE DANCE SHOP look ~ 
forward to serving OW' 
dance community. 
mmi mafl 188 main new paltz 
(914) 255-8020 
CampusWars 
Paul K. Spencer 
It was a cool and damp morning 
as the two students walked down 
the path from Tewksbury to the 
Commons. They were enveloped 
in a depressing drizzle. There were 
few students out now except for the 
occasional one or two hurrying to 
make an early class. It was stiil 
quite dark as it was just about dawn. 
Dawn. That's when it always happen-
d ' . . e . 
The sound came in softly, a low 
whistle in the distance. One of the 
students cocked his head as the 
sound grew to a loud screech. The 
two students covered their ears 
and crouched as the noise became 
deafening. Several yards to their 
left the ground erupted in a tremen-
dous expiosi on. The earth shook 
and the students fell undera shower 
of dirt and rocks. The expiosions 
came on after another from all sides 
now. A l~rge maple was uprootea 
and flew thirty teet in the air then 
tumbled and the heat became tre-
mendous. One of the students. 
managed to dig his way out from 
under the dirt and rubble~ Look-
ing annoyed, he brushed off his 
soiled clothes while the other stu-
dent, who 'd managed to pop his 
head out, looked around be-
. wilderedly. 
"Sh it!" said the tall student 
brushing himself off. "Look at my 
uniform! I don 't gottime to go 
back and e hange n ow! " He threw 
himself on the ground as a flaming 
· fell ·a li too close · com-
fort. He got back to his feet fuming 
with anger, his uniform all the dirti-
er. UQh I What the hell' S the USC!" 
He bent over and helped his friend 
out. 
"That artillery's. awful close. 
Who do you think it is? ", his friend 
asked. 
"Hell if I know! Hell if I care! 
Could be SUNY. Could be Cornell. 
Might even be Princeton 1" He paused 
thoughtfully. "Could be a fuckin' 
all-out offensive for all we know r,.,. 
The ground quaked again as 
one of the Ravine Houses took a 
direet hit. The building disinte-
grated in a whirlwind of flames, 
·splintered wood and glass. 
"Ooo! Dead on target! No-
. body survived that one!" 
"You know anybody who 
lived there? " 
'' Yeah, but he was a j erk any-
way." 
A prop plane roared over-
head. It flew so low it seemed al-
most within reach. The Prince-
ton seal was clearly marked on its 
underside 
"It 's Princeton alright. " 
The plane bore down on its · 
target with a horrifying scream. 
Every machine gun and anti-air-
craft emplacement on campus 
opened up on the big bird of 
prey. U nscathed, the plane re-
leased its bombs and veered off 
to safety. The chapei split wide 
open and belched flames. Within 
seconds all that was left of the 
building became one enormous 
inferno. Several students and 
Announcing the Mystery 
Toilet Articles Contest. To win 
$5.00 you must be the first person 
to correctly identify the location 
of one of these locallavatories. 
Last Year's Vllnner 
(1 winner per john.) 8oth sexes 
will be ab le to participate in this 
contest with equal ease. Entries 
must be received no later than 
Monday, October 3 at 1 0:00 a.m., 
care of Box 85 CAMPUS MAIL. 
I n case of a tie a drawing will be 
held to determine the winner. 
Enter now. Don't let this contest 
be your water-loo. 
passers-by were swept up in the 
flames with no chanee of 
escape. They screamed only 
momentarily. 
uu nscrupulous bastards 
aren 't they? " asked the taller 
student. 
The other just shrugged. 
"Ah , don 't worry. We 'li get 'em 
back. We 'li probably counter-
. attack to n ight. ,. 
e el'm game! " 
The Bombardment, which 
had begun so suddenly, ended 
much the same. The destruc-
tion had onlv lasted several 
minutes out the aftermatn was 
devastating. Smoke paured from 
every corner of the campus: 
Damaged buildings collapsed. 
"Even areas of THE WALL had 
taken heavy punishment and 
were in need of repair. The 
fires stiil spread. The wounded 
moaned, some quietly, some 
laud. Only the dead remained 
;i! ent. 
The black-elad figures of the 
Peer Police Force ran in 
all directions, their heavy boots 
clomping on thepavement. They 
were trying to bring about order 
in a place that now had none. 
The heavy tanks, the red and white 
seals of Bard painted brightly on 
theirsides. rumbled down the road; 
their treads elan king. Slowly they 
took up their positions in antici-
pation of aground attack. This 
was all routine. 
"Weil, I gotta get to my 
biology class. " 
The tall one looked at his 
watch. re Damnit! I got a dass 
withVon Klimt and l'm gonna 
be late!" 
"Oh-oh . . What class is it? " 
'' Demolitions 1 Öl_ We 're 
working with plastics today. " 
11 That should be fun. Hey, 
you wanna get some beer 
tonight? 11 
"Hmm. I got an artiilcry 
!ab tonight from seven-thirty to 
nine-thirty but after that I 'd be 
glad to." 
"Okay. See you at nin·e-
thirty then. " 
''Yeah. Take it easy. ". 
Such was the life at Bard 
during those early years of 
The College Wars. Before going 
on with my story r must first 
d iseuss the events that led up 
to our present situation. Those 
years were very hard and I must 
urge that only those readers 
of strong heart and stomach 
continue. 
Next: The Ear/y Years 
1. Skiff' s Wall 
A Question of Balarice 
Continued from page 3 
occurred five weeks before the 
end of last semester) and last 
weeks election was nullified due 
to irregularities. At the present 
time the Student Senate is not a 
viable body for communicating 
student opinion to the administra-
tion. 
Nonetheless, the Senate is 
an extremely important organiza-
tion within the Bard community. 
The Senate must be able to fulfill 
the all important task of balancing 
the aspirations of our college 's 
administration with those held by 
the student body. Larry Solomon 
maintained this point when he 
· said• .... the entire ·student body 
should realize the necessity for 
a voice in the policy-making of 
our school and should take nece-
ssary and warranted mea.sures to 
achieve this voice, ie anvwhere 
from friendly talks at the Pres-
ident 's teas to mass student pro-
test!' 
It does not matter whether 
or not one agrees with the polides 
instituted by the Sotstein adminis-
tration. The important issue is 
one of student 's rights; sh all our 
college 's policy continue to be · 
form ulated without real student 
imput? It comes down to a mat-
ter of administrative style:being 
part of the policymaking at Bard 
is essential to the student 's ex-
~~~·11111!!!!!!!1•11!!!!1~!11~~ ...... --..------ perience at Bard and th is is what PH' is severelyendangered by the dir------~ ectlon Bard appears to be taking. 
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''The Friendly Drug Store" 
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